CHAPTER XXVH
A YEAR OP TROUBLE
The Agadir crisis— Mr. Lloyd George's speech- Asquith's declaration— A long.
drawn anxiety— The controversy in the Committee of Imperial Defence—A
change at the Admiralty—Unrest in the Cabinet— The military conversations—
Their necessity and dangers— The Railway Strike— Mr. Balfour's resignation-
Succession of Mr, Bonar Law— The " End of Compliments "—The Coal Strike
and the Minimum Wage Bill— Lord Button's recollections.	J, A. S,
events described in the previous chapters might well have 1911
absorbed all the energy and attention of which one man was capable, Age 58-59
but they were by no means the whole or even the chief part of the
Prime Minister's anxieties in these weeks. On 1st July, the German
warship. Panther, appeared suddenly off the port of Agadir in
Morocco, and from that time onwards till near the end of September,
it remained in doubt whether the peace could be kept. Earlier
in the year the French had greatly annoyed the Germans by their
march to Fez, which seemed to be at least a technical violation
of the Treaty of Algeciras ; but all through the month of June seem-
ingly amicable negotiations had been going forward between M.
Jules Cambon, the French Ambassador in Berlin, and Herr von
Kiderlen Waechter for the "regularising" of the situation in
Morocco, and the settlement of the " compensation " which Germany
was to receive under the Convention of 1909 for " disinteresting
herself politically " in that country*
The reason alleged for the despatch of the Panther— that certain
German merchants had appealed for protection— was, on the face
of it, highly suspicious, since Agadir was not one of the Moroccan
ports that were open to trade, and, so far as could be ascertained,
there were no German residents or merchants in its vicinity- But
it is a port on the Atlantic and the thought of its passing into
German hands and possibly being developed as a naval base was
extremely unpleasing to the British Admiralty. In any case, the
sudden despatch of a warship in the middle of seemingly peaceful
negotiations, was* according to the notions of these times, an omin-
ously symbolic act, which diplomatists everywhere interpreted as
the deliberate hoisting of a stom*waimng.

